the ancient healing system of shamanism into modern Western society. Most
of its authors are dually trained as both healthcare providers and shamanic
practitioners, and collectively they offer a broad framework and powerful
clinical examples of how to attend to the soul of those who fall ill. Filled with
practical strategies for healthcare and shamanic practitioners alike, this book
brings shamanism forward from its historic and animistic origins into a broad
range of Western medical settings: surgery, psychotherapy, rehabilitation
medicine, family medicine, naturopathy, osteopathy, hospice care, private
practice and a general medical clinic.
"Spirited Medicine is a splendid initiative, offering powerful tools for bringing ancient
ways of shamanic healing into our healthcare system and our contemporary lives. The
authors are deeply versed in both shamanic practice and modern medicine and therapy . . .
This is an essential guidebook for soul recovery in medicine."
– Robert Moss, author of Conscious Dreaming,The Secret History of Dreaming,
and Dreaming the Soul Back Home
"Incredibly important and timely work, bringing a whole new perspective to the practice
of medicine that will be much needed as we face health system changes . . . [It] speaks to
the soul of the healer within each health care professional . . . [and] provides language,
cases, references to literature, and imagery that are critically needed for educating and
inspiring the next generation of healing professionals."
– Sara L. Warber, MD; Director, Department of Integrative Medicine,
University of Michigan Medical School
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“In these days in which medicine appears to have reached a kind of zenith, the authors of
Dr. Carson’s anthology Spirited Medicine offer a refreshingly new perspective from which
ancient methods of the spiritual dimension of healing can re-enter medicine. These
insights and their capacity to lead us toward quantum thinking will be the impetus
medicine needs to jump into a more positive future in which both healing and curing
can occur.”
– Lewis Mehl-Madrona, MD, PhD, author of Coyote Medicine: Lessons
from Native American Healing and Narrative Medicine: Use of History
and Story in the Healing Process
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